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Abstract: The contribution of the nucleon-nucleon interaction to 

energy-weighted sum rules for electromagnetic multipole 

transitions is investigated. It is found that only iso-

scalar electric transitions might have model-independent 

energy-weighted sum rules. For these transitions, explicit 

momentum and angular mcEentum dependence of the nuclear 

force give rise to corrections to the sum rule which are 

found to be negligibly small, thus confirming the model 

independence of these specific sum rules. These conclusions 

are unaffected by correlation effects. 
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1. Introduction 

With the recent upsurge of interest in giant multipole resonances, 

sum rules have played a significant role both in the analysis of 

experimental data and in the theoretical study of the related multi-

pole states. The most commonly utilised sum rule for experimental 

purposes has been the energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR), which is 

believed to be largely model independent, despite the existence of 

components of the nuclear force which are known to affect the standard 

evaluation of the EWSR. It is the intention of the present work to 

investigate the extent to which EWSR's may continue to be treated as 

firmly-established, model-independent quantities, despite the effects 

of the nuclear force. 

No single statement can be made concerning the EWSR's associated 

with all electromagnetic multipole transitions, since the corresponding 

t-ansition operators have rather widely varying structure. However, 

these operators can be classified according to their spin and isospin 

structure, and some of the classes of operators immediately excluded 

as candidates for model-independent EWSR's. The model independence of 

the EWSR for the remaining operators then becomes a problem for quan

titative investigation and decision. 

In the following section of this paper, the EWSR's are defined and 

evaluated in the standard, "model-independent" fashion, and those 

likely to remain model independent arc identified in the light of the 

nature of the nuclear force. Section 3 contains a discussion of the 

effect of explicit momentum-dependence of the force, together with 

detailed calculations of the resulting model dependence of the EWSR, 
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and a similar analysis of the effect of angular-momentum-dependent 

forces is presented in section 4. The reliability of the methods of 

computation used in these two sections is tested in section 5, where 

similar techniques are applied to the well-studied giant dipole EWSR, 

which is known to be model dependent. Finally, the conclusions of the 

paper are summarized in the last section. 

2. Energy-weighted sum rules 

Given a set of operators 8, , which behave under rotation like 

the u components of a spherical tensor ' of rank \ , and which cause 

transitions from an initial state |G> to a set of final states |n> of 

a given nucleus, it is possible to form the energy-weighted sua of 

transition strengths 

where E n is the energy of the final state |n>. Using the Wigner-

Eckart theorem, this equation may be rewritten in the form 

S= I( E
n-

Eo ) B ( o X ; J o " * V t2-2J 
n 

Bl-JA; J0~Jn) = —I—^nlleJIoH
2 (2.3) 

o 

where J is the spin of the state |n>, the reduced matrix element is 

defined as in ref. , and the symbol o distinguishes different opera

tors of the same rank \ . The reduced transition strength B(oX) is the 

traditional experimental measure of the strength of a given transition. 

Using the completeness of the set of final states |n>, equation 

(2.1) may also be rewritten in the form 
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s = I<o|e* pwyex |o> (2.4) 
v 

where H is the nuclear Hamiltonian (with eigenstates |p> and eigen

values E ) and the dagger represents Hermitian conjugation. For all 

the operators of interest here, the following relation is true: 

9A+u • <->U 9X-p <2'S> 

and hence one can write 

S - Is };'C-)l'<0|[ex.y([H,eXll]]|0> (2.6) 

This last equation, expressing the energy-weighted sum of transition 

strengths in terms of the initial-state expectation value of the double 

commutator of the nuclear Hamiltonian with the transition operator 8. , 

is called an energy-weighted sum rule (EWSR). It is related (see 

eq.(2.4)) to the mean energy of the state obtained by acting on the 

initial state with the transition operator. 

Other definitions are occasionally quoted for the EWSR, particu-

2) 
larly one ' in which u =0 is required in eqs.(2.1) and (2.6). The 

alternative EWSR 

SL = %<0ll9Xo tH.eXo]]|0> = £(En-Eo)|<n|0Ao|O>|
2 (2.7) 

* n 

satisfies 

SL ' ̂ W W ° I W 2 B(°*: Jo *Jn ) (2-8> 
n 

which differs from eq.(2.2) by the presence of the square of a 

Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, and is generally different from the EWSR 

of eq.(2.6). However, for the special case J * 0, which is frequently 
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the case of interest 

= (2U1)SL (2.9) 

Since the Hamiltonian is generally written as the sum of a kinetic-

energy operator T and an interaction operator V, according to 

H =-- T + V (2.10a) 

V » H I v. (2.10c) 

where p. is the momentum operator of the i nucleon and v.. the 

interaction between nucleons i and j, the EWSR may be split into a 

kinetic-energy part and an interaction part. The former, to be re

ferred to here asthe "classical EWSR", is then 

s T • <s I(-)
u<o|[ex_ptT,eX(j]]|o> (2.ii) 

Interest will be focussed here on the case where |o> is the 

nuclear ground state and 9. is an electromagnetic multipole operator. 

Since T and 9 are both one-body operators, so is the double commutator 

in eq.(2.11). The classical EKSR S™ is thus given by the ground-state 

expectation value of a one-body operator and can generally be related 

to measured properties of the nucleus. It can hence be regarded as 

essentially model independent, which makes it very attractive. 

However, the interaction part of the ENStt will generally involve the 

ground-state expectation value of a two-body operator and will usually 
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depend both on the model chosen for the ground-state wave function 

and on the model chosen for the nuclear interaction. It is the extent 

of this model dependence of the EWSR which is the subject of the 

present investigation. 

2.1 ELECTROMAGNET:: TRANSITION OPERATORS 

Neglecting meson exhange current and nucleon finite-size effects, 

the electromagnetic transition operator for the nucleus may be 

written ' 

where the Y, are spherical harmonics, s" and I are the spin and 

orbital angular-momentum operators of a nucleon, with associated g-

factors g and g», and eqs.(2.12) and (2.13) refer to electric and 

magnetic multipole operators, respectively. The convention 

t = -!j protons 

(2.14) 
* *H neutrons 

is used throughout. Each multipole operator may be further split 

into isoscalar and isovector parts, denoted by superscript (o) and 

(1) respectively, such that 

Then 

C - •• • ? *1 v1' ,?-l6a) 
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Kt ' '"* I (S0V T&J •? l(r i \u{i) (2.16c) 

where 

g0 - gp + « „ • 1-76 (2.17a) 

*! - gp - gn • 9-"l (2.17b) 

All the above formulae hold for X>0. For the special case X*0, the 

electric monopole transition operator is given by 

-4 0
0 ) - he I r* (2.18a) 

-t^15 = -l t2(i)r^ (2.18b) 

2.2 THE NUCLEAR INTERACTION 

The nuclear interaction will be treated here in tens of a 

nucleon-nucleon potential v, with no explicit meson degrees of free

dom. The potential may depend on the separation of the pair of inter

acting nucleons, r,, » |r*,-r!,|, on their spins and isospins o\, t., 

on their relative orbital.angular momentum £,,, and perhaps on their 

relative momentum p., • Ip.-fil' w*tn due regard to the conservation 

of momentum, angular momentum, parity and isospln, and to time-rever

sal invariance. Such a potential may generally ba expressed in the 

form 
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v12 = IeW9^eW.fkcr1 2) (2.19) 

where the isospin operator 9 may only be the unit operator or the 

scalar 'tj.'f,, and the spin operator 6 nay be the unit operator or 

the scalar product (spin t e n ) ^i"°2i
 w*>ereas the angular-momentum 

operator 9̂ , may be iiS (with S * ̂ j*?2 " ̂ i * 1 ^ ) ! the tensor-force 

operator S,,, the quadratic spin-orbit operator Q,, or the quadratic 

orbital-angular-momentum operator St. . The tensor operator S,, and 

Q._ are defined by 
*12 

S12 • 30j.ro2.r - OyO? (2.20a) 

Q12 - | ca j . io 2 . t • Ojj.ioj.J) - $y$2i
2 (2.20b) 

and it is easily shown that 

Q12 - 6(2.S)2 • 3(.t.S) - 2 S2 t2 (2.20c) 

It is clear that the Q,- part of the force may be rewritten as an 

(&.S) force, with suitable modifications to the "1 and spin-orbit 

parts of the force. An explicit p,2 dependence may be introduced 

into the function fj.(ri2)-

The calculations to be reported here were performed with repre

sentative nucleon-nucleon potentials, found in the literature, which 

differ soaewhat in the details of their structure. However, since 

they are based on the saae scattering data they do have a qualitative 

resemblance. In particular, they have significant o,.o, and ?<>T'2 

-*2 teras, and require sizeable l terns to accommodate the rather 

different behaviour of the various singlet-even partial-wave phase 

shifts. In addition, soae potentials derived from the one-boson-



exchange model have explicit p^ dependence. 

2.3 PRELIMINARY ESTIMATE OF MODEL DEPENDENCE 

On very general grounds, one can rule out very quickly the possi

bility of almost model-independent EWSR's for certain types of electro

magnetic transition operators. Thus, no magnetic multipole operator 

will have a model-independent EWSR, since the presence of the spin and 

orbital angular-momentum operators in eqs.(2.16c) and (2.16d) ensures 

that the entire spin- and angular-momentum-dependent part of the 

nuclear interaction will contribute to the ground-state expectation 

value in eq.(2.6). The magnetic dipole operator has no "classical 

EWSR", as defined in eq.(2.11), since M. commutes with the kinetic-

energy operator, and the classical EWSR's for higher magnetic multi-

poles require information on single-particle spin and orbital angular-

momentum distributions in nuclei which are not experimentally access

ible. It may thus be expected that all magnetic transition operators 

will be associated with strongly model-dependent EWSR's, and the) will 

not be considered further here. 

Having ruled out magnetic transition operators as candidates for 

model-independent EWSR's, it remains to investigate the electric mul-

fipole transitions, both isoscalar and isovector. The latter may again 

be cxpr;*ted to be strongly model dependent, since the interaction part 

of the double commutator in eq.(2.6) will depend on the whole 7*. .T, 

part of the nuclear interaction (including, in particular, the whole 

of the onr-pion-exchange tail of the force), indeed, the prototype 

isovector electric multipole operator, that associated with the giant 

dipole phenomeron, is known experimentally to have an EWSR exceeding 



the classical value by roughly a factor of two. There being no reason 

to anticipate that the interaction will be less effective for higher 

multipoles, the isovector electric raultipole operators may also be 

excluded from further consideration. 

There remain only the isoscalar electric multipole operators as 

possibM candidates for model-independent EWSR's. These operators 

are spin- and isospin-indepcndent, and hence their EWSR's receive no 

contributions from o.,C-t T..T_ or S-2 parts of the nucleon-nucleon 

interaction. Though the commutator of z\ fsee eq.(2.16a)) with the 

spin-orbit operator Z.S is non-zero, it is a function only of position 

and spin, and hence commutes with &i!.» so there is no spin-orbit con

tribution to the EWSR. The sole remaining sources of model dependence 

are the p , I and (2..S) parts of the nuclear interaction. But the 

last two both commute with the monopole operator (eq.(2.18a)), for which 

only the explicit p* dependence of the nuclear force can contribute to 

the EWSR. (Note that a linear p-dependence would not contribute, by an 

argument parallel to that for the spin-orbit force). 

The conclusion of the above qualitative discussion is that the 

EWSR most likely to be model-independent is that for the isoscalar 

electric monopole operator, while the next most likely candidates are 

the higher isoscalar electric multipoles. No isovector nor magnetic 

transition operator is expected to haie a model-independent EWSR. 

2.4 CLASSICAL ENSR FOR ELECTRIC MULTIPOLE TRANSITIONS 

The evaluation of the classical EWSR (eq.(2.11)) for electric 

multipole transitions is perfectly straightforward. Since the kinetic-

energy operator T is independent of isospin and t, • V the isoscalar 
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and isovector operators produce the same classical EKSR. 

ST«X) = isCie)2 H ^ - ) I J < 0 i [ ? r i Y X - n C i ) ' t S j > ? r k Y \ u m ) l | 0 > ( 2 - 2 1 ) 

Writing "p? = -1i2 V? and using [V,t'(r)] » Vf(r), eq.(2.21) becomes 

V*A> • S - 4 I ICO^OlVJr^Y ( i ) ] . ^ ^ (i))|0> (2.22) 
i U 

Hut" 

n r \ ) . ATZT^D r ^ 1 ^ ^ " 1 ' 1 ' (2.23) 

where the vector spherical harmonics > "• " ' ' satisfy 

so that S ^ ) - t ^ - 4 • M T T ^ • A-<r2X"2> , X>0 (2.25) 

where 

<rL> E i <0|£r^ |0> (2.26) 

and recall again that S differs from S,, de* ned in eq.(2.R), by a 

factor of 2A*1 when J * 0. For electric "onopole transitions, 

W"nr'r,4A<r2> C2-27) 

These results should, in principle, be corrected for center-of-

mass effects. Thus the transition operators in eqs.(2.16) and (2.IS) 

should bo written in terms of intrinsic coordinates 

1 r - T2.28) sis fi - * ' fi - x pj 
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instead of the single-particle coordinates r",. The effect of this 

change on the classical EWSR is twofold - first, the ground-state 

expectation value on the right-hand side of eqs.(2.25) and (2.27) is 

also expressed in terms of the intrinsic coordinates p (and it is this 

quantity which is experimentally determined); and second, a recoil 

".orrection term is added, which is of order -r relative to the leading 

term and which vanishes identically for the cases \*0 and X=2. For 

\>2, the recoil term, which may still be expected to be small, involves 

the ground-state expectation value of a two-body operator and hence 

will be model dependent. 

The arguments of section 2.3, together with the present state of 

experimental information on giant multipole states, make it advisable 

to concentrate here on the isoscalar electric monopole and quadrupole 

transitions. For both of these, the classical EWSR is related to the 

mean-squared radius of the nucleus, an experimentally well-determined 

quantity, and there are no cm. recoil corrections.! The monopole EWSR 

2 4 
is given in eq.(2.27). In units of e .MeV.fm , it may be written 

S T « D ) = 20.7 AR
2 (2.29) 

where R is the root-mean-squared nuclear radius, in fm. The quadrupole 

EWSR differsfrom this by only %*, 

ST (£p - J§ ST(-^) « 0.99S ST(-e0) (2.30) 

The principal question of interest here is the extent to which the full 

EWSR for these transitions differs from the classical value, as a 

consequence of the contribution of the nuclear interaction, and the 

degree to which the resulting EKSR remains model independent. 
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3. Explicit momentum dependence of the nuclear force 

As pointed out in section 2.3, the only component of the nucleon-

nucleon interaction which can contribute to the isoscalar EO EWSR is an 

-»2 -* 

explicit pl7-dependent term. (Terms of higher order in p.- can also 

contribute, but are generally neglected in a non-relativistic reduction 

of the nuclear force). The effect of such a term will first be con

sidered in general terms, following which quantitative estimates will 

be made, using a specific representative force. 

3.1 p 2 FORCES AND THE ISOSCALAR ELECTRIC EWSR 

Consider a momentum-dependent term in the nucleon^nucleon inter

action of the form 

V = H I fp?.f(r. .) + f(r,.}??•] (3.0 
p j- ij ij i j J i i j J v 

r.. = |r. - r.| (3.2a) 

Pij s ̂ i * V C3,2b) 

and f is a function of the relative position of the interacting pair 

of nucleons, and possibly of their spin and isospin. Precisely 

similar results would be obtained from an interaction of the form 

A straightforward evaluation of the appropriate double commutator pro

duces the following correction to the EWSR: 

ApS(EX,0) * >i<0|«^
),(V p >^

o )JJ|0> (3.4a) 
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«Co)m * fW ' TS-^I.Z.I'W "'"VA Cj)J f(rij'l0> C 3- 4 b ) 

where a product of the form & implies £(-)"2, •&. > and the self-evi

dent notation ^(i) has been introduced. For the cases of primary 

interest here, 

J*2 •> 
A S(EO,0) = ^r^-cOl I r.fffr..)|0> (3.Sa) 

AS(E2,0) = f£ A S(E0,0) (3.Sb) 
p off p 

whereas for higher multipoles, A>2, the correction will involve a 

ground-state expectation value which does not depend only on the rela

tive coordinate of the pair i,j. 

An alternative derivation of the EWSR correction relies on a 

formula due to Moshinsky to arrive at 

rXm<;P+4W*2> " I i ^ / 4 ¥ ?* 1 ) ! 
1 Ml 1 i Ml I r = ( ) 2l /(2*' + l;!C2i-2r*l)! 

l*l~*,'*l_l,lh**f,'vi,<.i)]™ (3-6j 

where 

ir*2 (3.6a) 

(3.6b) 

and the right-hand side involves a tensor product ' of spherical 

harmonics. Since p.. commutes with any function of R.. and has canon

ical commutation relations with r. ., the double commutator is easily 

evaluated and expressed directly in terms of r*o an& K I T Of course. 
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eqs.(3.5) again hold for EO and E2 transitions, while, for example, the 

momentum-dependence correction to the E3 EWSR is found to be 

2 2 
AS(ES.O) = 24|e^_ <Q| ^ ( 2 2 g |Q> (J>7) 

Vj 
'ij ij 25 ^ ' i j ' - ^ ^ i j ' 

Q2M(r) E '%!<'> C3-8) 

and Q2'Q2 *
s tne scalar product of two rank-two spherical tensors. 

3.2 RANGE DEPENDENCE OF THE CORRECTION A S 
P 

It is very easily demonstrated that the size of the correction to 

the EWSR due to momentum-dependent forces is strongly dependent on the 

range of these forces, as contained in the function f(r,,). For the 

limiting case of a zero-range force, with 

f(r12) oc 6(rrr25 (3.9) 

2 
the correction A S(EO,0) involves the expectation value of r Sfr) = 0, 

and hence vanishes identically. (In particular, as has been pointed 

out previously , the classical EWSR is exact for EO transitions in 

the case of Skyrme-type forces, all of which have a zero-range 

momentum dependence). 

In the opposite extreme, for an infinite-range force with 

(3.10) 

the correction involves 

2 
<0| I r |0> = 2<0|A£rJ - (IT )2|0> (3.12a) 

i?j J i i 

- 2A2 <r2> (3.12b) 



2 
where <r > is the intrinsic (cm.-corrected) mean squared radius of 

the nucleus. The correction to the EWSR is thus 

A S(E0,0) = £-2--A -<r >.fQ (3.13) 

A S(E0,0) 

IT(E0,0) * *
 fo <3"14> 

and this can be significant , particularly for large A, unless f is 

very small. The order of magnitude of f can be estimated by re

quiring the momentum-dependent force V of eq.(3.1), with f given by 

eq.(3.10), to cancel a 30 MeV attractive potential at a nucleon-

nucleon laboratory bombarding energy of 300 MeV. This makes the force 

V solely responsible for the observed vanishing of the S nuclear 

phase shift near this bombarding energy, and requires 

mf ^ .1 
o 

Thus an infinite-range momentum-dependent force would produce a very 

significant correction to the E0 and E2 EWSR's. 

It is of interest to attempt to follow the transition from a 

vanishing correction in the zero-range limit to a huge correction in 

the infinite-range limit. A qualitative picture can be obtained by 

choosing for f(r) some . imple form, of variable range, and evaluating 

the correction A s of eq. (3.5) with a highly simplified ground-state 

wave function. Choosing 

f(r) * ̂ e ' 1 1 1 (3.16a) 
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and using simple harmonic-oscillator shell-model wavefunctions for 

the ground states of 0 and Ca, it is found that the ratio AS/s 

is unity when the distance at which f has fallen to half its value at 

the origin is approximately equal to the root-mean-square radius of the 

nucleus. The transition is very sharp, as illustrated in fig.l. 

Of course, such a simplified estimate cannot be taken very 

seriously, since it ignores completely the effect of correlations 

between the particles. There is very little probability for two 

nucleons in the nucleus to be found at a separation of less than 0.5 fm, 

and a slightly enhanced chance of finding them at a separation a little 

above 1 fro, so that the above procedure almost certainly overestimates 

the correction due to momenturn-dependent forces of range shorter than 

0.5 fm, while becoming more reliable for the very long ranges. Never

theless, such calculations can serve as a qualitative guide to the 

expected significance of this correction. 

3.3 A MODEL CALCULATION OF A S(E0,0) 

As pointed out above, the corrections to the classical EWSR are 

doubly model-dependent - they depend both on the model chosen fnr the 

nuclear groun<l-state wavefunction and on the model chosen for the 

nucleon-nucleon interaction. In order to obtain a semi-quantitative 

estimate of the momentum-dependence correction A S(E0,0), eq.(3.S) was 

4 16 40 
evaluated for the light, doubly-closed shell nuclei He, 0 and Ca, 

using harmonic-oscillator shell-model wavefunctions and a realistic 
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momentum-dependent nuclear force. The force used was the retarded 

one-boson-exchange potential (OBEP) of Obinata and Wada ' , which is 

representative of such forces and which fits observed nucleon-nucleon 

phase shifts reasonably well. It has momentum-dependent central and 

tensor parts, though the latter does not contribute to A S with the 

spin-saturated model wavefunctions used here. The potential is divided 

into a phenomenological core and the OBEP form, the latter sharply cut 

off inside 0.33 fm. Several different cases are presented - the core 

may be infinitely hard, gaussian or momentum-dependent; the OBEP may 

be retarded or unretarded; and the pion coupling may be pseudoscalar 

or pseudovector. In all, ten different forms result. The OBEP con

tains three isovector bosons (ir, p and the scalar 6) and three iso-

scalar bosons (n, a) and the scalar a). Full details may be found in 

The correction &S(E0,0) require* the evaluation of the ground-

state expectation value <0| J r..f.;|0>, where f.. is a sum of terms, 

one for each exchanged boson, each of which is a function of r.., and 

may involve factors of o\.a. or :f..'r. [which have the value -3 in 

singlet, +1 in triplet states). For the doubly-closed-shell nuclei 

considered here, the contribution of a typical term is 

<0| I r.ifiJ0> = £ ^(S)3(T)(2S4l)(2T*l)(2L*l)<nJW4L|n 11 n » L>2 

i/j n a V b * b 

LST 

x [l-(-)'US+T](nfl|r2f(r)|nll) (3.17) 

where 

,8(1) - 1 = 1W 

4(0) = 1 = 3(0) if f„ does not involve o\ .<?. (or tj.f.) 
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J(0) = -3 = 3 CO) if fi. does involve'5*..a. 

The expression on the right involves the square of a Brody-Moshinsky 

transformation bracket and an oscillator radial matrix element. The 

sum over n I nJL runs over occupied single-particle oscillator 

states. 

For the three cases considered here, the above result becomes 

<0| I r2.f..|o> = 2cJ> <0s|r2f(r)|0s) for 4He (3.18a) 
i!<j 1} 1} e 

= <f> [14<0s|r2fCr)|0s> + 5<0d|r2f(r)|0d> + 

+ <ls|r2fCr)|ls>] * 12$ <0p|r2f(r)|0p> for 160 

(3.18b) 

= i , ( i e [18S<0s | r 2 f ( r ) |0s> * 175<0d[r2f (r) |0d> 

+ 27<0g|r2f(r) |0g> • 3 5 < l s | r 2 f ( r ) | l s > + 

• 15<ld | r 2 f ( r ) | ld> + 3<2s | r 2 f ( r ) |2s>] 

• (|>o[60<0p|r2f(r)|0p> + 21<0f|r2 f ( r ) |of> 

+ 9 < l p | r 2 f ( r ) | lp>] for 40Ca (3.18c) 

• e = 3[J(0) •3(0)] 

* 0 =-} (0)3(0) *9 (3.19) 

It is easily checked that eqs.(3.1S) agree with eq.(3.12b) when f =1 

(remembering the cm. correction and the fact that Moshinsky ' defines 

r" as /Z times the present ?, 2). 

The results of the calculation are displayed in table 1, which 
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lists, for each of the three nuclei treated, the value of the oscilla

tor length parameter b = A/m&) used, the 'alue of the classical EWSR 

SpfEOjO) (using the experimental root-mean-square charge radius for 

2 k 
<r >*), and the largest and smallest corrections A S(E0,0) obtained for 

the ten different OBEP parameterizations tested. Also shown is the 

contribution of the velocity-dependent phenomenological core. The 

t -al correction is of order 1% in each case, and falls with mass 

number A. It would appear that the momentum-dependenra correction is 

entirely negligible. 

Although such details are of only academic interest for so small 

a correction, it is worthwhile noting that although there is some can

cellation of contributions from different partial waves and from dif

ferent exchanged bosons, no single contribution (one boson, one partial 

wave) exceeds the total by more than 60%, and the vast majority are 

smaller than the total, so that the result does not arise from the 

near cancellation of large contributions. The dominant contribution 

comes from the isoscalar scalar o meson, and the dominant partial wave 

is the S-wave. 

3.4 IMPROVEMENTS TO THE MODEL CALCULATION 

The model calculation described in the previous section made use 

of a fairly sophisticated and realistic model of the nucleon-nucleon 

interaction, together with a very naive and over-simplified model of 

the nuclear ground-state wavefunction. In view of the possibility that 

correlations in the nuclear ground state could hivi a significant effect 

on the correction to the EWSR, an attempt was made to investigate the 

importance of correlations. 
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The correlations considered here may be classified as of three 

basic types - short-range correlations, associated with the repulsive 

core and strongly-attractive part of the nuclear force, and effectively 

restricted to nucleon-nucleon separations of up to 1 fm; intermediate-

range correlations, associated with the tensor force and involving 

separations of 1 to 3 fm; and long-range correlations, associated with 

the tail, of the nuclear force and with collective motion of nucleons, 

and involving separations of -he order of the nuclear radius. On 

general grounds, the first and last categories may be expected to be 

relatively unimportant. The radial integrals in equation (3.17) have 

4 4 

in the integrand a factor r f(r), where the factor r wipes out much of 

the effect of the short-range correlations while the factor f(r), 

being restricted by the range of the momentum-dependent nuclear force, 

strongly restricts the effectiveness of the long-range correlations. 

As a rough indication of the effect of the short-range correla

tions, the calculation of the correction A S(E0,0) was repeated 

without the sharp cutoff factor 

{1 - exp[-(r/0.33)2]}5 (3.20) 

in the OBEP, the result being a 3% increase in A S . In order to test 

the effect of short-range correlations in the range 0.33 to 1 fm, the 

calculation was again repeated with a correlation factor ^ having a 

strong repulsion out to about .5 f m* and a compensating attraction from 

there to 1 fm* The change in A S was completely negligible, less than 

. l?t, though the repulsive correlation alone could reduce A S by as 

much as 10\. 

No attempt was made to compute the effect of the long-range 
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correlations, but it is highly likely that they too are negligibly 

small in view both of the success of the analogous qualitative cut-off 

arguments for the short-range correlations and of the conlusions drawn 

in connection with the isovector electric dipole sum rules in section 

5 below. 

There remain the effects of the intermediate-range correlations 

associated with the tensor force. They reveal themselves both in an 

increased range of the relevant correlation function and in the pre

sence of tensor correlations coupling different partial waves. A 

reasonable way to estimate the importance of these correlations is by 

introducing Jastrow-like correlation functions including a tensor 

91 
term ; and working to lowest (pair-correlation) order in a van Kampen 

cluster expansion. Thus 

|0> - iJjgij|0> t3-21a) 

g12 = S(r12)[l+aCr12)S12] (3.21b) 

<0( £ A j l 0 > " <0'J.gijeijgijl0> (3>21c) 

The functions <*Cr) and gCr) were fitted to the correlated two-body 

wave functions of Weng, Kuo and Brown in the coupled S.-JD channel, 

defining g(r) - • /•. and a(r)= -Xn//5(P . The resulting a is small 

and slowly-varying, falling from .08 at 0.5 fm to .07 at 1.5 fm and to 

.02 at 2.5 fm, so that the tensor effects will be overestimated if a 

is replaced by an average value 3=0.08. The function g(r) is reason

ably well approximated by the gaussian form 

2 2 
g(r) = 1 - l.SSe"'-6r * .S5e"°-35r (3.22) 
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where r is measured in fm. This form, which has a significantly-

increased intermediate-range correlation reiative to more usual 

functions J (see fig.2), should strictly only be used in the 

3 3 

tensor-dominated Sj- D^ channel. However, for ease of computation, 

the same function will be used in all partial waves, which again over

estimates the effect of the correlations. 

The uncorrelated model wavefunction |o> is spin-saturated, so 

that <0[ £ S.2(ij)|0> = 0, while the momentum dependence of the nuclear 

force has both central and tensor parts, 

f(r K) = fc(r12) + fTCr12)S12 (3.23) 

Using the identities 

Sj 2 = 4S
2 - 2S12 (3.24a) 

S'J2 =• 8S 1 2 - 2SJ (3-24b) 

= 12Sj2- 8S
2 

one easily obtains, in an obvious schematic notation, 

<0|g(l+aS12)(fc*fTS12) (l45is12|0> = <0|fcg
2|0>+8acl-5)<0|fTg

2S2|0> 

•»4o2<0|fcg
2S2|0> (3.2S) 

where the first term, independent of a, contains the effect of the 

intermediate-range correlation function g(r) and the remaining terms, 

proportional to 5 or a and effective only in 

embody the effects of the tensor correlations. 

The calculation of A S(E0,0) for 0 was 

cqs.(3.21) to (3.25) and the results for three representative OBEP 

proportional to a or a and effective only in two-body triplet states, 

The calculation of A S(E0,0) for 0 was repeated as described in 
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parametrizations are displayed in table 2. The three cases shown 

include thoso having both the maximum and the minimum momentum-depen

dence corrections. It is clear from these results, even bearing in 

mind that the approximations made here will exaggerate the effect of 

these correlations, tiiat both the intermediate range and the tensor 

nature of the correlations lead to significant changes in A S(E0,0) 

(almost a fifty per cent increase in the most sizeable case). Never

theless, A S remains a negligible correction *:o S_. 

In order to obtain a minimal feeling for the importance of the 

spiii-saturated model wavefunction, the correction A S(E0,0) was com-

12 
puted, without correlation effects, for C, where the simple closed-

subshell shell-model wavefunction is not spin-saturated. The formula 

for the ground-state expectation value in eq.(3.17) requires modifi

cation, and there is a contribution from the tensor-force term. The 

classical EWSR ST(E0,0) = 1427-238 e
2 MeV £m4 (using b = 1.S8 fm), 

while A S(E0,0) ranges from S.656 to 10,768 e2.MeV.fm4 for different 

OBfct' parametrizations. Of this correction, the tensorforce contri

butes, through the spin-unsaturated shells only, -2% to -7%. The 

tensor contributions from spin-saturated shells and from the cross-

term between spin-saturated and spin-unsaturated shells vanish identi

cally (they can be expressed as the expectation values of a rank-2 

spin operator in S « 0 and S * 4 states, respectively). It is likely 

that the effect of the lack of spin saturation will decline as the mass 

number A increases. 
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3.S CONCLUSIONS 

It Is clear that, essentially because of the short range (rela

tive to nuclear sizes) of the momentum-dependent nuclear force, the 

correction A S to the classical EWSR is negligibly small, of the order 

of one per cent. This conclusion is unlikely to be affected by the 

choice of nucleon-nucleon potential, nor by any reasonable modifica

tions to the nuclear ground-state wavefunction. Since this is the 

only correction to the isoscalar electric monopole EWSR, the classical 

e21i2 2 
result S(E0,0) * , A<r > may be taken to be essentially exact. The 

long-claimed model independence of the EWSR is certainly justified in 

this particular case. 

4. Angular-momentum-dependent forces 

As mentioned in section 2.2, it has been found impossible to 

explain the behaviour of singlet-even nucleon-uucleon phase shifts 

-*2 121 

without the presence of an & term in the nuclear interaction '. 

Though all modern nuclear forces include such a term, there is little 

agreement among them on its precise radial form. Forces of % type 

will have a direct effect on the EWSR for all multipoles except the 

electric monopole (a space scalar) and the magnetic dipole (linear in 

orbital angular momentum and independent of position). In addition, 

many modern nuclear potentials include quadratic spin-orbit forces, 

involving the operator Q., defined in eq.(2.20b). These will contri

bute to all but the electric monopole EWSR. However, the isoscalar 

electric multipolcs of special interest here are all spin scalars, while 

Q., is of rank 2 in spin space. Thus, the part of the double commuta

tor appearing in eq.(2.6) due to quadratic spin-orbit forces will also 
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be of rank 2 in spin space, and will hence contribute to the EWSR only 

to the extent that spin saturation of the nuclear ground state is vio

lated. As has been seen in section 3.4, there is every reason to 

believe that such effects will be small, so that Q.- terms can be safely 

ignored. 

4.1 t 2 FORCES AND THE ISOSCALAfi ELECTRIC EtfSR 

Consider an angular-momentum-dependent term in the nucleon-

nucleon interaction of the form 

is the relative orbital angular momentum of the pair i,j, and where f 

is a function of their relative position, and possibly of their spin 

and isospin. The corresponding correction to the isoscalar electric 

multipole EWSR can be evaluated with the help of eqs.(3.6). The 

general formula is very lengthy, and will not be given explicitly. It 

is obtained with the aid of the following formulae , using also 

[£g(6,*)J • tg(8,W: 

lYXy = fitMfW'U (4.3) 

[vXi(e.««Xi(e.«]»> . C-)*/
a'+y^(o' o2 \ ( 9 . „ 

(4.4) 

where the left-hand side of eq.(4.4) involves the tensor product of 
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two spherical harmonics of the same argument. 

For the case of primary in te res t here, the correction i s 

^S(E2,0) = h<0l[£{
2

O\[Vvt
iO

2hl}0> (4.5a) 

2 
= i i 5 - <0l [ r . . 4 f ( r . . ) l u > (4.5b) 

For the sake of illustration, the angular-momentum-dependence correc

tion to the isoscalar E3 EWSR is found to be 

*is<EI-°> • fH? <0iJj [13 riiRii* 3 r J ( V v 2 , | 0 > C4-6) 

It is clear from the form of A,,S(E2,0) that the range considera

tions discussed in section 3.2 apply even more strongly here, where the 

4 2 

matrix elements involve r _ rather than r.-. It might thus be antici

pated that the correction A^S will also be very small. 

4.2 MODEL CALCULATIONS OF fi£SCE2,0) 

Realistic nucleon-nucleon potentials with explicit I terms do 

exist in the literature. Two such potentials were quantitatively 

investigated here - the OBEP already considered in section 3.3 and 

the super-soft-core potential of Sprung and collaborators . It has 

been pointed out by Sprung ' that the phenomenological Reid potential 

can also be recast in a form with an explicitly and Q . dependence, 

but a careful consideration of the resulting terms led to the conclusion 

that they are probably not very realistic, partly because they are not 

uniquely defined (and the singlet-odd I term cannot be defined at all) 

but mosMy because the Reid potential was not designed to be so treated. 
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so that the various terms include components of unreasonable ranges. 

In view of the significance of the range of the angular-momentum-

dependent force, it was felt wiser not to include the Reid force here 

(though an estimate confirmed that it would not lead to qualitatively 

different results). 

The appropriate radial functions were substituted in eqs.(3.17) 

and (3.18) with the correct power of r and the correction A.S(E2,0) 

4 16 40 
was computed for the nuclei He, 0f Ca, using harmonic-oscillator 

doubly-magic shell-model wavefunctions. The results are presented in 

table 3, for the super-soft-core potential and for the ten possible 

OBEP parametrizations (only the maximum and Minimum corrections of 

these ten are actually displayed). It is immediately clear both that 

-*2 

the I force is not very well determined (see fig.3) and that, never

theless, the correction is negligibly small, as expected. 

Once again, the computation may be repeated with some reasonable 

correlation function in order to try to estimate the effect of two-

body correlations. The results of such a calculation are very similar 

to those obtained in section 3.4 - though the effect of the correla

tions can be significant compared to the uncorrelated correction (in 

some cases, the sign of the OBEP correction is reversed), it does not 

change the order of magnitude of the correction, and leaves it totally 

negligible. 

4.3 QUADRATIC SPIN-ORBIT FORCES 

As pointed out in the introduction to this section, there is 

every reason to believe that the effect on the isoscalar electric EWSR 



of the quadratic spin-orbit force associated with the operator Q.? of 

eq.(2.20b) will be negligibly small. This force will contribute only 

to the extent that the spin saturation of the nuclear wavefunction is 

violated, and the C calculation in section 3.4 indicates that this is 

unlikely to be significant. Nonetheless, it is of some value to dis

play the form of the correction due to quadratic spin-orbit forces. 

Consider a term in the nucleon-nucleon interaction of the form 

V0 = h I f(r )Q (ij) (4.7) 

I t i s convenient f i r s t to evaluate the contribution to the isoscalar 

e l e c t r i c quadrupolfi EWSR of the re la ted in te rac t ion 

VJ/'VW (4.8) 

The corresponding EWSR correction can be obtained by techniques already 

described above, with the aid of the result 

S12(ij) = 4/5ir[Y
(2:)(?i.) 0 (S..S S...)^ ]

0 0 3 C4.9) 

and is given by 

2 

V ( E 2 , 0 ) = IsffiT <0I j . r i j f i j K j " S12 (1J ) J lQ> <4-10> 

This may he taken together with eqs.(2.20c) and (4.5b) to find 

V f E 2 , 0 ) * - iter «°l j rij V U W H " * t4-11' 

and this expectation value will clearly vanish for a spin-saturated 

nuclear groundstate \0>. However, in the presence of tensor correla-
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tions like those described in eq.(3.23), there will be a non-zero con

tribution to S(E2,0). By comparison with eq. (3.25), it is easy to see 

that 

A S(E2,0) = -
 1 5 e ^ i 1 " " ) <0| [ r.4f..g.2r.2 |0> (4.12) 

and it is to be recalled that a * .08. 

The quadratic spin-orbit correction displayed in eq.(4.12) was 

evaluated for the super-soft-core force, and was found to contribute 

-* 2 

roughly one quarter of the contribution of the correlations to the £ 

correction, as illustrated in table 4. This confirms both the relative 

unimportance of the quadratic spin-orbit correction and the negligible 

magnitude of the total correction to the EWSR. 

4.4 CONCLUSIONS 

The total angular-momentum-dependence correction to the isoscalar 

electric quadrupole EWSR has been estimated to be of the order of one 

percent of the classical EWSR. Though this particular component of the 

nuclear interaction is rather poorly determined, no reasonable change 

in the force is likely to affect the qualitative conclusion that the 

associated EWSR correction is negligibly small. It would seem to be 

quite safe to assert that, as in the case of the isoscalar electric 

monopole EWSR considered in section 3, the classical EWSR for iso

scalar electric quadrupole transitions is a near-exact, model-indepen

dent result. There appears to be no reason why this should not be true 

for all isoscalar electric multipoles. 
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5. The giant dipole EWSR as a test of the calculations 

The qualitative discussion in section 2.3 led to the conclusion 

that only isoscalar electric EWSR's can be expected to be model 

independent. On the other hand, the best-understood EWSR is that of 

the isovector electric dipole transitions, commonly referred to as the 

giant dipole EWSR, though more than half the measured sum rule comes 

A) 
from outside the giant resonance . For this case, both experimental 

and sophisticated theoretical results ' ^ are available, so despite 

the expected strong model dependence of the calculations, it was con

sidered a useful case for checking the qualitative reliability of the 

very simple estimates used here. Only a brief summary of the computa

tion of the (model-dependent) giant dipole EWSR will be given here, 

the intention being only to demonstrate that the techniques used in 

this paper do give a reasonable qualitative (over-)estimate of 

corrections to the classical EWSR. 

5.1 GIANT DIPOLE EWSR 

The isovector electric dipole operator may be written for con

venience as 

•£= e I r̂ t (i) CS.I) 
i 

which is - / - j - times the operator "C; ' defined in eq.C2.16b), The 

corresponding classical EWSR can be deduced from eq.{2.25), and is 
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The cm. recoil correction plays its most significant role in connection 

with electric dipole transitions, where it eliminates the isoscalar 

transition operator (though the use of the next higher order in the 

long-wavelength approximation will produce a non-vanishing operator of 

the form r Y )and introduces a correction term - RT to the isovector 

(giant dipole) transition operator. Here R is the position vector of 

the center of mass and T the total isospin projection of the nucleus. 

The corrected classical EWSR is 

¥*'=#• f (5.3) 

where Z is the number of protons and N the number of neutrons among 

the A nucleons of the nucleus. This differs from the previous result 

by a factor of 1 - C^jjM. which is roughly 3% in 48Ca, 4h% in 208Pb, 

and vanishes for self-conjugate nuclei. 

As pointed out in section 2.3, the entire ~r. .T", part of the 

nuclear force will contribute to any isovector EWSR, in addition to 

angular-momentum-dependent parts even of the non-nT. .f - part of the 

force. Using the notation 6.t (i) for the isovector operator and 

v.. + v* .^ .i*. for the nuclear force (with all its isospin dependence 

explicit), it is straightforward to derive the results 

Ut>*tzM.lH I vtj le t d)]] = [Hie* [\ I v Alej] 
i i if3 ' i i ijij ' i 

* I [ e i . [ v i j , 9 . ] ] [ t ( i ) t , ( ; ) - !»] (5.4a) 
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(Kt,U).[Js I "' t t J e t ( i ) l i - r ^ . r * l v' %Ze ]] 
i ijij J J i i ii*j J i 

+ Z [e* [vl e.]][t (i)t m-k) 
ijij l J l z 

- i» I {e.f-e*{v' e -e,} l[t w t (j)« (i]t (j)i is.4b) 

where {,} denotes anticommutator. 

Specializing to the case 9. = "r. , and noting that v . and v 

being dependent only on relative coordinates, commute with R.. and 

with R, the corresponding corrections to the giant dipole EWSR are 

AoS(El.l) = ̂ e 2 <0| J [?ir(vi.,rij]]tVtz(i)t2(j)|0> 15.5a) 

A1SCE1,1) = "i e
2 <0| [[?..,[v:j,?ij]](is-tl(i)tza))|0> 

"3-e2<0| !(?..,{v^.,r'..})(tx(i)txa)+ty(i)tylj)|0> 

(5.5b) 

Noting that 

{r.lv!?}) = 4r2v' • 2[v'.r2] • [r*,[v\r]] (5.6) 

it is clear that only the momentum-dependent or angular-momentum-

dependent parts of the nuclear force contribute to A S(E1,1) or to 

the first term of A.S(E1,1), while the whole of the'r.-T, part of the 

4 16 40 
The calculations were again carried out for He, 0 and Ca, 
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with the same techniques as described in earlier sections. Since all 

these nuclei have T=0 ground states, the isospin factors in eqs.(5.5) 

were rewritten 

i - t2(i)t2(j) = i - ̂ t rtj -/f (t>- )<« (5.7.) 

tx(i)txOVyi)tyU) - |7 rf. -/f t f ^ ) " ' (S.7b) 

and the rank-two tensor products* which cannot contribute to the 

expectation value in a T *0 state, were dropped. 

5.2 REPRESENTATION OF THE NUCLEAR FORCE 

The calculations were performed with the uper-soft-core 

force , which is given separately in each of the four (S,T) two-par

ticle subspaces, where S and T are the total spin and total isospin, 

respectively, of a pair of nucleons. The corresponding part of the 

ST 
nuclear force will be denoted v . For the present calculation, it 

was convenient to write 

(5.8a) 

(5.8b) 

V . . 

V!. 

vc -

v° = 

= v.? 
13 

= v.T 

I > 

4 c-

"i? °i/?i 

-°° • 3v01 • 

V 0 0 - 3 v 0 1 , 

3v1 0 

v 1 0 

• 

+ 

9 V U ) 

3 V 1 1 , 
(5.9) 

1 . 00 A 01 ,10 11, 
XT t-v * v - 3v * v ) 
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OT 1 , 00 01 10 11, 
v = 1 6 * V " v " v + v j 

-*2 
As before, only the central and I forces will contribute to the EWSR 

corrections in the absence of tensor correlations, but when tensor 

correlations are introduced both the tensor and quadratic spin-orbit 

forces contribute. 

5.3 COMPUTATION OF THE CORRECTIONS TO THE GIANT DIPOLE EWSR 

The results of the computations with the super-soft-core force, 

using the same doubly-magic harmonic-oscillator shell-model wavefunc-

tions, the same "intermediate-range" correlation function, and the 

same average tensor strength factor a as in the preceding sections, 

are displayed in table 5. It is immediately evident that the total 

41 
EWSR is qualitatively similar to both the experimentally-measured ' 

and the theoretically-calculated * ' EKSR for these nuclei, though 

it does tend to be too high. This justifies the claim that the simple 

methods used in this paper will probably give reasonable, though some

what exaggerated, estimates of the corrections to the classical EWSR 

due to the nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

The following points are of interest. The angular-moraentum-

dcpendent and quadratic spin-orbit forces make only small contributions 

to the giant dipole EWSR. Correlation effects are significant, 

especially those due to the tensor force (which contributes 40-45% of 

the total correction). The correlation function and the average tensor 

strength a used are both over-estimated - the total correction could be 

significantly reduced (in a rough trial rur. on 0, from 113% to 80% of 

ST) by not unreasonable reductions in o and the overshoot of the 
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correlation function. All of these qualitative conclusions are in 

agreement with the more detailed theoretical calculations which have 

been performed * . In addition, the qualitative agreement with the 

experimental numbers indicates that long-range correlations are in 

fact unimportant, as argued on the basis of range arguments in section 

3.4. This conclusion is bolstered by consideration of the non-energy-

weighted giant-dipolesum rule, wherethe relevant matrix eleroentsare not 

limited by the range of the nuclear forces, and where the major part of 

the correction to the lowest-order, shell-model estimate of the sum 

rule is, in fact, due to the long-range nuclear correlations . 

It appears legitimate to conclude that the simple computations 

presented above provide reasonable estimates of the nuclear-force-

dependent corrections to EWSR's, and hence may serve as a basis for 

drawing conclusions about the model dependence of these sum rules. 

6. Summary and conclusions 

It has been argued here that, of all electromagnetic multipole 

transition operators, only the isoscalar electric multipoles are likely 

to have model-independent energy-weighted sum rules (EWSR's). Only 

the explicit momentum and angular momentum dependence of the nuclear 

force contribute to such sum rules, and these contributions are likely 

to be small because of the relative smallness of the relevant force 

components and because of their short range. The explicit form of the 

corrections to these sum rules due to these forces has been derived, 

and semi-quantitative estimates of the size of the corrections ob

tained by the use of particular semi-phenomenological nuclear poten

tials together with simple ground-state wavefunctions. The effect of 
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correlations, particularly of those associated with the tensor force, 

has been found to be sizeable, though the order of magnitude of the 

corrections remains unchanged when correlations are taken into 

account. 

The isoscalar EO sum rule is affected only by the explicit 

momentum dependence of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, and the 

associated correction has been found to be negligibly small. There 

is an equally small e "feet on the isoscalar E2 sum rule from momentum-

dependent forces, plus an additional correction of the same size due to 

angular-momentum-dependent components of the force. It has been 

concluded that isoscalar electric multipole EWSR's are in fact quite 

accurately model independent. 

In order to confirm the plausibility of the simple methods used 

in these quantitative estimates, the same approach was applied to the 

well-studied giant dipole transitions. The results are consistent 

both with experimental data and with sophisticated theoretical 

calculations, both insofar as the total correction and the relative 

importance of different contributions are concerned. 

It is concluded that energy-weighted sum rules for isoscalar 

electric multipole transitions are essentially model independent, and 

are given accurately by the classical (pure kinetic-energy) formulae, 

while those for other electromagnetic ntultipoles are strongly model 

dependent. 
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Nucleus 

4He 

160 

40Ca 

b(fm) 

1.34 

1.73 

1.94 

ST(E0,O) 

220.363 

2358.003 

9757.808 

ApS(Eg,0) 

Min. Max. 

1.123 2.736 

6.861 15.969 

22.145 50.113 

Core 

1.763 

11.554 

32.201 

Table 1 - Momentum-depsndence correction to the isoscalar electric 

monopole EWSR, using a closed-shell harmonic-oscillator shell-

model wavefunction. The last four columns are in units of 

<r2ffi> <r2fcg
2> 4a2<r2fcg

2t2> 8a(l-5)<r2f g2S2> < A C > 

(i) 15.969 

(ii) 10.439 

(iii) 6.861 

19.393 

11.695 

7.S53 

0.483 

0.307 

0.204 

3.859 

2.273 

0.696 

1.486 

1.367 

1.232 

Table 2 - Effect of intermediate-range correlations on momentum-

dependence correction to S-CEO.O) in 0, for three repres 

tative OBEP paraaetrizations. All coluans except the last 

2 4 
are in units of e .MeV.fr . 

different terms of eq.(3.2S) 

2 4 are in units of e .MeV.fr . The coluans correspond to 

http://MeV.fr
http://MeV.fr
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AjS(E2,0) 

Nucleus b(fm) ST(E2,0) OBEP max. OBEP min. SSC 

1.34 219.199 3.233 -0.766 2.687 

1.73 2345.549 9.310 -2.744 12.717 

1.94 9706.271 20.860 -6.988 26.006 

Table 3 - Angular-momentum-dependence correction to the isoscalar 

electric quadrupole EWSR, using a closed-shell harmonic-

oscillator wavefunction. The last four columns are in units 

of e2.MeV.fm4. 

Correlated Total/ 
Nucleus ST(E2,0) AjS(E2,0) AgS(E2,0) A S(E2,0) A^S 

219.199 2.687 3.516 0.405 1.459 

2345.S49 12.717 17.572 2.033 1.542 

9706.271 26.006 41.224 6.204 1.824 

Table 4 •• Effect of correlations on angular-momentum-dependence correc' 

tion to the isoscalar electric quadrupole EWSR. The middle 

2 4 
four columns are in units of e .MeV.fm . 

40, 
Ca 

4He 

160 

40Ca 



Correlated Total _S, -10), S. 4) 
Nucleus b(fm) S ? icS A^S &CS 4£S t^S AQS S/S S T

l r e t- > S T
t e x p t- ' 

2.26 2.IS 

40Ca 1.94 622.00 20S.13 S7.S3 339.18 72.76 305.75 5.61 2.16 2.15 2.15 

— ^ • — • — . 7 2 

Table 5 - Giant dipole EWSR. Columns 3 through 9, in units of e .MeV.fa , show the classical sum rule and the 

corrections to it from central (c), angular-momentum-dependent (£), tensor (T) and quadratic spin-

orbit (Q) forces. 



Figure Captions 

Dependence of A S(E0,0) on the range of the 

dependent part of the nuclear force. The solid curves 

assume a gaussian form (eq.(3.16b)), the dashed curves 

an exponential form (eq.(3.16a)). The abscissa is the 

ratio of the distance in which the force strength decreases 

by a factor of two to the r.m.s. radius of the nucleus. 

(Notice the change of scale at range S). 

Jastrow correlation functions for 0. The solid curve 

is the form used here, derived from ref. , while the 

dashed curve is Backmann's function, quoted in ref. . 

The angular-momentum-dependent nuclear force. Tho ordi-

a 
nate is r fST(r), for a two-body force of the form 

f(r)l , where S and T are the total spin and isospin of 

the interacting pair. The vertical scale is in arbitrary 

units, but is the same for all four (S,T) values. The 

131 
solid curve is from the super-soft-core force ', and the 

various broken curves are from different parametrizations 

of the OBEP force K 
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